Directions for Lotto
THE GAME You will need enough Lotto Game Cards for the number of children who will participate. The
Lotto cards are provided as word or picture cards on the Lesson Resources CD. We recommend printing
them on card stock if possible. Typically there are between two and four players per game. The players’
boards should all be different from one another.
There are three Lotto game boards provided on the CD: one with 9 squares, one with 12 squares, and one
with 16 squares.
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The letters, pictures, or words are placed randomly in the boxes of each card. All of the cards are different
from one another. You can make a free space for each card.
The letters, pictures, or word cards are appropriate to the game that players will use to match to their
squares on the game card. Have plastic chips or some other way for players to mark the boxes on their
game cards.
You can also make your own game cards. See the Custom Card/Game Maker on the CD.

PLAYING THE GAME Give each player a game card. Place the letter, picture, or word cards and the
plastic chips or other markers in the middle of the table.
Players take turns drawing a card and saying what it is. All players search their game cards for a
corresponding letter, picture, or word. They can mark any spaces that correspond.
For Lotto, the first player to cover the entire board wins the game. The game can then continue until others
fill their cards if desirable. For the Bingo version, the player who covers one row across, down, or diagonally
wins the game.
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